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diMerent associations of a historical and phenomenological nature: from de Kooning to

 Albert Oehlen, from Cy Twombly to John Armleder, from Gerhard Richter to Christopher

Wool. Many of these paintings reveal informel as the theme of a conceptual basic note, which

doesn’t imply a period or periods, but respective strategies. Thus, colour is o1en merely the

background noise for these blow-ups of graphic ideas.

Southern Germany and Austria have developed a separate culture of painting over the

 centuries. With regard to Markus Bacher, one thinks of the rococo paintings and frescoes

by Franz Anton Maulbertsch from Lake Constance (not to mention those of the prematurely

deceased native Tyrolean Johann Evangelist Holzer), who produced a clayey form of painting

in indigenous colours from an extrem worm’s eye view and, with velvety gradations of light

and shade, created mysterious and magical locations to transport mythological or religious

content. In terms of colour palette, Maulbertsch is, as it were, the kindred Viennese counter -

part to the Parisian still life painter, Jean-Baptiste Chardin. A branched path winds its way

from his use of colour to the fin-de-siècle palette in Gustav Klimt’s garden and landscape

paintings. Nor should we forget a painter from a younger generation, Herbert Brandl, who

has developed his own distinctive painterly signature in his recent, almost abstract paintings

of the Alps. It is possible to mark out Bacher’s context as a painter in this or in like manner,

for his painting is too idiosyncratic to be reduced to a mere series of influences. His colour

formations cannot remotely be described. The medium of language remains trapped in its

own system here. It forms a complicated analogy to what the paintings actually express so

clearly and impressively. “Painting is just another way of talking,” Bacher said in the interview

mentioned at the outset. The more the spoken and written word move away from the

 description of the visual medium and adhere to the rules of their own systems, the better

the eMect. Art history repeatedly moved away from what was essential by dealing chiefly with

the iconography of an image. It was content to fix iconography as the essence, as a kind of

background meaning to the image. But it is not possible to see iconography. The apologia

of the art critics who expatiate about abstract painting represents the obverse of this. They

do not identify any essential substantive meaning there as in the case of the iconographers,

but rather a eulogy on the purity and dignity of painting itself.

Each painting in Markus Bacher’s oeuvre has its own disposition, both formally and in terms

of its colouration. But the components are inseparable. There are motifs made up of primary

colours – blue, yellow or white – then canvases that construct spatial worlds in the juxta -

position of authentic and clayey tones. Markus Bacher is concerned with understanding the

appearance of colours as something that ultimately doesn’t get wrapped up in itself. A

 numinous meaning flashes to the fore, but remains suspended. One is tempted to believe

that in the moment when the manifestation of colour identifies with its pigment, artistic

unity loses its energy. But it doesn’t come to this: the brush stroke, o1en in horizontal,

broad layers, in a superimposed juxtaposition, with or without a priming coat, every now

and then as the arpe io, then again as the staccato of the brush, and then subtle flourishes of

colour in the midst of the great movement, picking out, island-like, a particular spot. A scale

ranging from red and brown, chestnut, cinnamon, olive, caput mortuum, brick, camellia, to

Fantasies of Something

According to the magazine provocateur of July 2012, Markus Bacher’s paintings are “vivid,

colourful, informel and above all, massive”. And a short interview starts the ball rolling with

reference to the marketability of Bacher’s paintings. One thinks of banking institutions,

 spacious foyers and lo1s, in which the paintings might hang with great eMect. The attribute

informel shows itself here from its best side. Almost as though the typically informel Fi1ies

had actually not undergone a conceptual hiatus and merely continued uninterrupted in the

painting of the 1980s and beyond to the present – as it were, Informel as an established

value or entity that transcends a specific temporal context, rather like Meissen porcelain or

Chanel perfume. Be that as it may, does Bacher’s seemingly abstract painting actually have

the qualities of Art Informel? Is it not more gesturally abstract or abstractly expressive or,

indeed, perhaps not really abstract at all?

A few centuries have passed since the brush stroke first became the abstract gesture of

 artistic expression. The quality of sprezzatura described by Baldassare Castiglione in his Libro

del Cortegiano (The Book of the Courtier), that nonchalance of nobility, seems to mask the

primacy of Disegno during the second half of the sixteenth century. One can  assume that

this featured first in Titian’s late compositions (Palma Giovane: “Tiziano abbozzava la tela

con una gran massa di colore …”), in Velázquez’s subtle staMage, in the  impulsive alla prima

reflections of light in Frans Hals’s paintings, or perhaps in Rembrandt’s yellow strokes that

imitate burnished golden edgings. In any case, the impasto alla prima pictorial gesture never

quite relinquished its hold on Western painting, until Turner,  Delacroix, Manet, then later

Monet and the other Impressionists, produced works systematically deploying this macchia,

followed by Van Gogh’s almost ritual rhythmic and dynamic inferno of brush strokes. There

were always new opportunities to highlight the autonomy of the brush stroke – in the late

Walchensee paintings by Lovis Corinth or Kokoschka’s pictorial defibrations. With the

 advent of post-war Art Informel, the broad brush begins to plough up the texture of the

composition, as in the paintings of Pierre Soulages or Franz Kline. It is the very extension

of the arm which makes energy visible. Brush stroke and then a pause as an artistic act. An

army of painters in the informel style were to make the brush stroke an abstract gesture to

the main theme of art. But this artistic construct is deceptive. It quickly collapses, and with

it, painting as a whole. The legitimisation of painting, and the concomitant “hunger for

images” (W. M. Faust) would not return for another twenty years.

Markus Bacher should be viewed against the broad historical backdrop of such painting.

The distinction between representational and abstract painting is a construct of art criticism,

and although it once informed the attitude of various avant-garde movements, it would ap-

pear to have become obsolete since the most recent thematic focus upon it during the late

1980s, which saw itself as “timeless”, as the title of Harry Szeemann’s exhibition Zeitlos

(1988) clearly suggests. If Art Informel had once developed its own genre, as it were, for the

movements of the brush across the canvas, it has long since become part of a comprehensive

history of painting, in which the respective images and their painterly processing have very
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bright yellow, and the intense blue of the sky or the white of the snow slabs in the mountains.

The Secessionist nature of the colour doesn’t provide any impression, but  simultaneously

transforms excerpts of a continuum, which are physically and psychologically intertwined.

The label ‘landscape’ is everywhere, and here especially the Alps, the artist’s home. But also

water – lakes, the sea – imposes itself upon associations. At times referred to as a bird’s-eye

view au Kokoschka, then again as segments and fragments in close-up: the bright glinting

rocks of the mountain stream, the mossy cliMs, the dark forest interior, as seen by Carl

Schuch. But the vehemence of the brush stroke o1en produces other images, as though

ships might be ploughing these waters, or vehicles driving along roads, or indeed figures

standing there in the landscape – friends, relatives, perhaps even Perchta with a big hat.

One painting is entitled Die Bertha (The Bertha) a1er that legendary House of Krupp

 howitzer. Likewise, in the layering of another painting, Cloud Atlas, one might relate to the

Battle of Tsushima in the Russo-Japanese War, the high naval superstructures, their turrets,

the burning decks, the reflections in the water. Markus Bacher’s abstract vistas draw the

 viewer into a roller coaster of emotions, between unaccustomed tonal presence and memo-

ries of moods and motifs from nature, art and reproduction. The impetuous spirit of the

sketch, which elevates itself to the plane of a panorama; the vibrating proximity of a pulsation

that increasingly becomes the excited expression of great unities.

There is a copy of Rudolf Steiner's book Theosophy (1904) in Wassily Kandinsky’s library. In

the section entitled “Country of Spirit Beings”, the Russian artist marked several passages:

this country, according to Steiner, is “woven out of the substance that constitutes human

thought. (…) If you imagine a painting as existing in the spiritual world before the artist

paints it (…).” For those who only trust the outer senses, these archetypes are mere

 abstractions, yet individuals capable of spiritual vision are as familiar with spirit beings as

they are with their dogs or cats. The archetypes change quickly, they take on innumerable

forms and are resonant. Kandinsky marked the following passage with three lines: “Their

interrelationships and the archetypal laws of their existence reveal themselves in the chords,

harmonies, rhythms and melodies of this spiritual ‘music,’ which reveals to our spiritual ‘ear’

what reasoning in the physical world perceives as an idea or natural law.” In another Steiner

text, which refers back to lectures on Theosophy of the Rosicrucian, reference is made to the

Akasha Chronicle – thought to be a spiritual chronicle of all human knowledge located in

a mental plane, known as the Devachan. Emotions such as joy, sorrow, pleasure and pain

are not just internal functions, but exist there as objective, external, independent entities:

“To take an example. — Suppose a battle is waged here on the earth. Cannons, weapons

and the like (…). But within human beings on the physical plane there are mutual feelings

of revenge, pain, passions.” In Kandinsky’s Über das Geistige in der Kunst (Concerning the

 Spiritual in Art), the artist speaks similarly about the intellectual atmosphere of murder,

violence, hostility, selfishness, etc. as “elements in the spiritual atmosphere” (quoted by

V. L., ed., Okkultismus und Avantgarde, exh. cat. Schirn Kunsthalle [Frankfurt am Main, 1995],

p. 251). What reality has relegated to our inner life as an emotion, the painter is able to

 render visible, as though it were an integral part of our world.

Considering Markus Bacher’s brightly coloured fantasies, then you can understand them as

fantasies of something, of substances that create a visible and an invisible world of feelings

and emotions. In his inimitable definitions, Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel in Wissenscha�

der Logik (Part I, Chapter I, section C, note 4) called ‘becoming’ the “Ungetrenntheit des

Seyns und Nichts” (the inseparability of Being and Nothingness). Becoming can be emerg -

ence and decay. Bacher’s images derive their visual potential in these vicissitudes; they are

fluid.

Veit Loers
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